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2012 ASEAN SCHOOLS 

(Jul 6) The 4th ASEAN Schools was held at Surabaya, Indonesia on June 28 to 

July 6 . The event is for high school athletes aged 18 and below . Team Philippines 

delivered two medals in Athletics. 

A silver medal was produced by Barefoot runner and Palaro Champion 14 year old 

Joneza Mie Sustituedo. Sustituedo won the silver in the women’s 3000m in 

10:54.63, but was well beaten by her Vietnamese opponent who registered 

10:27.68. However Sustituedo time was well below the 10:34.1 she registered to 

win the Palaro. Sustituedo (4:58.3 Palaro Champion) was out of the medals with 

5:02.59 to finish 4th well outside of bronze which was 4:48.51. 

 

The lone bronze was from Palaro Record Holder Julian Reem Fuentes, 17 who 

could only manage a 6.96m long jump, well off his life time best of 7.26m. Overall 

the Philippines finished a disappointing last out of seven countries in the multi 
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sport competition with just 2 silvers and a bronze. He also finished 5th in the triple 

jump with 13.36m which also below his career best. 

 
Julian Reem Fuentes bronze medal in long jump at ASEAN Schools 2012.[/caption] 

Palaro Champion Jones Etuille made the 100m final finishing last with a time of 

11.45, qualifying for the 200m final with 23.53 in the heats but did not run the 

final. Dexter Gallos was last in the 5k with 16:55. National Junior Champion 

Lorenzo Capajo finished 5th in the 100m in 15.65 well off his best of 15.06. Also, 

Capajo finished last with 1.80m in the men’s high jump. The four athletes also had 

a failed attempt to run a 4×100 with a disqualification. 

In girls Maureen Schrijvers does not seem to have been entered in the girl’s sprints. 

Louie Lynn Pamaitan the Palaro Champion (2:18.7) had a poor performance in the 

800m finishing 5th in 2:21.35. 

Special Thanks to Singapore Athletics for compiling the results 
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